All about the Learning
Organising and designing staff development is crucial to the success of an organisation. The need to train new staff, reinvigorate
established staff and inspire change is a constant challenge.

Inspire, Empower,
Illuminate, Transform
Teachers, Tutors, Trainers, Managers and Leaders
Develop skills
Explore new strategies
Build techniques

Raise standards through:
Classroom management
Reluctant learners
Differentiation
Motivation
Liven up learning
Personalise Learning
Accelerate and Embed learning

The Meta solution
Our programmes
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Our exciting Modular Programme allows you to




Select modules that are hot topics
Design the day around staff needs
Create an inspirational training day/programme for your staff
Flexible, unique, innovative, energising
Professional Development

All about the Learning
Begin the journey with 4 compass points modules to navigate
and explore the essential routes to manage learning.
Maps modules continue to steer you on your way to excellence.

All about the Learning
4 Compass points

These modules provides 4 days training in total
Start the journey wherever you like with any combination of these
modules. We will ensure that each day is mapped out so it flows
smoothly from one module to the next, making the links and
building on the experiences of the participants.

Maps
6 Keys
NLP Practitioner in Education

All about the Learning
participants say
“Many thanks for great training and
I hope that you continue to change
peoples lives the way you changed
mine and the way I interact with
people “
Duncan, IOW College

“Inspirational, motivational, energising. Really, really good”
Carol, West Suffolk College

4 Compass Points modules:
Managing your Style:
 Create positive Learning States for your students
 Develop flexibility in your Teaching styles
Managing the Classroom:
 Create the right environment for learning.
 Use Words and Voice to manage classrooms
Managing the Content:
 Processes to liven up Learning
 Engage learning and use metaphors to embed learning
Managing Relationships with Learners:
 Build rapport and work with values to gain commitment.
 Develop confidence and competence to build self-belief

Maps modules:
Motivation for Learning:
 Design ‘PURE’ outcomes for learning and learners
 Explore Models for unlocking motivation
 Unlock motivation through Values
Assessment for Learning:
 Strategies and tools, Questioning skills, Feedback
 Advanced questioning skills for stretch and challenge
Personalising Learning:
 Apply learning styles and strategies effectively for learning
 Distinguish teacher style v learning style
 Make Kolb practical with the 4Mat system
Self/State Management:
 Create great states for teaching, anchor the states you want for
teaching/learning
 Further develop rapport for pacing and leading learning

All about the Learning
On completion of 4 Compass Points and MAPS modules, staff have the
opportunity to unlock learning even more fully with our 6 Keys. A further
2 days of inspiration for staff who are hungry for more.
Ultimately for real adventurers there is the opportunity to gain an internationally recognised qualification NLP Practitioner in Education (SNLP),
our 2 day concluding module. An exciting culmination of your journey
that’s All about Learning.

6 Keys:
The Right State
The Right Presentation
Think About
 Make learning Bigger Easier and Faster by putting the 6 keys into
practice
 Apply your knowledge of state management to the learning
environment
 Create the big picture of the learning interactively
 Develop metacognition in your learners through questioning and
Reflection
Activate to Draw Out
Apply It
Review, Evaluate, Celebrate
 Activate the learning through engaging activities
 Apply the learning for long term retention
 Effectively review and celebrate learning
Also
 Explore the latest research into learning and apply it immediately and
directly to your classroom
 Understand the basics of learning strategies to correct poor learning
and to stretch and challenge

NLP Practitioner in Education (SNLP):


Explore the language patterns of NLP and how to use them to create
enthusiasm and commitment for learning
 Utilise Meta Model questions to empower 121 tutorials
 Learn the techniques of NLP for rapid change
 Be able to overcome limiting beliefs about learning and raise self belief
 Elicit and Install strategies for effective learning
 Design strategies for creative learning
 Create generative learning, so that learning continues with propulsion
beyond the teaching, beyond the door, after the session

We promise you will



Learn in an atmosphere of professional respect and challenge
Gain knowledge and insight about the processes of highly effective
learning experiences
 Know how to personalise learning to get best results
 Integrate new practical and pragmatic ideas into your teacher tool kit
 Discover new strategies to engage learners
 Utilise the processes of accelerated learning
 Experience interactive, fast, energised, fun-based learning

Meta
All about the Learning

All about the Learning is led by our highly skilled trainers who utilise advanced learning practices and model
skills and strategies that work.
We will support you in your choices and design so that
you create inspirational and effective training programmes for your teams.
Matrix Essential Training Alliance is an organisation
dedicated to inspiring learning, raising achievement and
transforming teaching.

To discuss your Staff Development and
Training requirements call us on:
+44(0)1454776929
Or email us and let us know when it is best
to call you.
enquiries@meta-training.org.uk

We look forward to hearing from you soon

